
The Courageous Curriculum

Year Group: Reception Theme: STEWARDSHIP  - Caring for our World - God’s Good Earth

Theological
UNderpinning

Genesis 1 26-31

Central Idea: Where is our Planet and how can we look after it?
The beauty of the earth is celebrated in many religions, but the human spoiling of the earth is a danger and a coming crisis. In this theme, learners are invited to explore ideas and beliefs about the natural world, human responsibility for the earth and ways of praying about
climate justice.

Core texts: First Half - My First Book About Space/Space Ebook/whatever next
What the ladybird heard/what the ladybird heard Next/What the ladybird heard on Holiday

Second half - Clem and Crab/Seaside and Sea Sound Poems/one is a Snail, TEn is a crab/The Snail and the whale

English Outcomes (genre etc): Items in a list, Instructions
Stories, Letters, Recount
Persuasive Poster
Soundscape poem

Lines of Enquiry
(EYFS Curriculum
links)

Where is our Planet and how can we look after it?
C&L - listen and respond appropriately to what they hear using full sentences
PSED - Show an understanding of their own feelings and the those of others, demonstrate resilience and perseverance, know right from wrong and try to behave accordingly, work
cooperatively with others, show sensitivity to their own and the needs of others
PD - practise and develop their gross and fine motor skills
Literacy - retell/talk about their learning, use new vocabulary appropriately, use their growing phonic knowledge to aid reading and writing, write simple sentences that can be read by
others
Maths - secure a deep understanding of numbers to 10, verbally count beyond 20, compare numbers, recognise, explore and represent patterns within numbers
UtW - explore and talk about the lives of people and communities from both the past and present, the natural world around them and comment on the similarities and di�erences that they notice
EAD - create responses to their learning with a variety of materials  - be imaginative and expressive  with art, music, poetry and drama

Sticky Knowledge: There are 8 Planets in the Solar System
The Sun is the closest Star to Earth
There is less gravity on the moon than on Earth
In the  Christian Creation Story God created the
world in 7 days
Name some animals who live in the sea

Enrichment Opportunities/
Inspiring Challenge

Anticipated Project Outputs/
Inspiring Challenge

Visit from an Artist
Queen’s Jubilee Party
Sports Day
Gala Evening
Beach Trip

Inspiring Researcher - learn about the planets in the
solar system
Inspiring young leader-teach the Pre-school
children some space facts
Inspiring skill builders- Produce a range of Artwork
for display at our exhibition
Inspiring Adventurer - beach trip
Inspiring Volunteer - beach clean
Inspiring speaker-Seaside poems

Knowldge harvest

Q-What is space?

Q- Who lives in the sea?

Q-how can we look after our beach
and the sea?

What knowledge and skills will be needed?
What is the solar system ?
whose habitat is the sea?
What can harm sea life?

Observing
Researching
Grouping
Recording
Communicating
Retelling/Explaining
Cutting/sticking

What impact has this had on me?

Why is the beach/sea important to us
and other animals?

How can we help now?

How can we help for the future?

What can I do about it?

Write letters
Keep our beaches clean posters
Recycling posters/Videos
inspiring volunteer Beach Clean

NC subjects/coverage/content to be taught discretely

PSHE: Rights and Responsibilities/Growing and Changing
RE: F5 What places are special and why?

F6 What times/stories are special and why?


